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Civil Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are becoming increasingly important. Technological advances are currently enabling a new industry for UAS. The new trend results in a
significantly increased rate of innovation compared to development cycles hitherto existing in the aviation industry, as it rather resembles the speed of IT companies. This, coupled
with new legislation and regulations with regards to UAS, leads to a significant increase in complexity as well as new needs concerning UAS research and testing. With the National
Experimental Test Centre for Unmanned Aircraft Systems a novel test facility is to be established that combines the necessary skills and expertise, and which will allow the entities
involved in the development of UAS to work in an interdisciplinary manner. The test center will thus serve as a cornerstone for the further development of UAS technologies and
thereby play a pioneering part in the enhancement of scientific and economic progress in the field of UAS.
Through the national test center DLR will pursue the following objectives:
strengthening research for unmanned aircraft systems
coordinate the network of nationwide test fields and reconcile the activities on an international level
act as a driving force for the integration of UAS into the airspace and develop new concepts for unmanned aircraft systems
support the industry and the scientific community in technological areas and the verification process
function as an incubator and enabler for start-ups and SMEs
support government and public authorities in legislative and regulatory matters as well as issues of public interest (safety, noise, etc.)
validate innovative aircraft concepts employing scaled demonstrators
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THIS COULD ALSO BE OF INTEREST FOR YOU:
AMG ADVANCED METALLURGICAL GROUP N.V. STARTS BASIC ENGINEERING FOR A LITHIUM HYDROXIDE
REFINING PLANT IN GERMANY
11/14/19
AMG Advanced Metallurgical Group N.V. (“AMG”, EURONEXT AMSTERDAM: “AMG”) today announced its subsidiary, AMG Lithium GmbH, Frankfurt, has commenced basic engineering
for a “battery grade” lithium hydroxide facility. It has applied with Investitionsbank Sachsen-Anhalt, Germany, for a governmental grant for the construction of a lithium hydroxide
refining plant to be located in Elsteraue/Zeitz.

New site opened: Dataport expands software development in Halle
10/24/19
The IT service provider Dataport officially opened its new location in Halle today.

Investment location Saxony-Anhalt
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The pharmaceutical company Merz distributes its medical aesthetic products across the world. The facility at the BioPharmaPark in Dessau-Roßlau has played a large part in the
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company’s success since 2002. A new production facility was put into operation here in September 2019. Merz expanded its range with dermal fillers based on hyaluronic acid.
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